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5 Tools for Tackling Substitute 

Staffing, Fill Rates, and ACA 

Austin ISD 
Mayra Lopez, Coordinator of Substitute Services 
Skye Duckett, Coordinator of Administrative Staffing 

Today’s Focus 

��Understand the factor’s that affect substitute fill 
rates 

��Review specific strategies that are effective in a 
large, urban school district 

��Learn how to improve substitute fill rates 
through HR processes and technology 
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Overview 

� �Metrics 
� �Recruiting 
� �Compensation 
� �Technology 
� �Systems Integration 
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Metrics 

��Dashboards 
��Number of applicants attending orientation 
��Number of substitutes on call list 
��Total fill rate 
��Teacher absences 
��Reasons for absences 
��Last year vs. this year 

��Aesop 
Dashboard 

Metrics 
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Metrics 

��Daily Report E-mail 

Metrics 

��Weekly Analysis 
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Metrics 

��Monthly Substitute Stats Spreadsheet 

Metrics 
��Annual SY Comparision 
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��Disseminating 
information to other 
departments 
(i.e.Professional 
Development Usage) 

��Identify weaknesses 
and gaps 

��Proactive vs. reactive 

Metrics 

Recruiting 

��Why? 
��How? 
��When? 
��Web site, newspaper, Social Media, flyers 
��Sources: 
�� retirees 
�� student teachers 
�� campus contacts 
��HR staffing office 

��Job posting & website for subs 
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Compensation 

��Recruitment & 
Retention 

��What do you want to 
incentivize?  

��Use your metrics 
��Base Pay 
��Market Surveys 
��Extras & add-ons  

Type of Substitute Pay Daily Rate 
Teacher Base Rates 
60+ Hours  $75.00 
Degreed  $80.00 
Certified  $85.00 
Teacher Incremental Pay 
31-60 days of service Base rate + $20.00 
61+ days of service Base rate + $40.00 
Teacher Long Term Pay 
20+ consecutive days in same assignment Base rate + increment + $20.00 
Classified Base Rate $70.00 
Classified Incremental Pay 
31-60 days of service Base rate + $10.00 
61+ days of service Base rate + $20.00 
Friday Pay (All Subs) Base rate + increment + long term (if 

applicable) + $5.00 
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��Monthly Payroll File 

Compensation 

Technology 

��Paperless new hire process 
��Streamlined payroll 
��Aesop emails & Web Alerts 
��Twitter & Facebook 

announcements 
��ACA reporting and hour 

limitations 

“Efficiency is doing things right; 
effectiveness is doing the right 

things.” 
-Peter Drucker� 
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Systems Integration 
Applitrack 
•�Applicant Tracking 

System 

DPS 
•�Background Checks 

SBEC 
•�Certification 

IFAS 
•�HR Information 

System & Payroll 

Aesop 
•�Substitute 

Management 
System 

Workforce 
•�Timekeeping 

System 

Laserfiche 
•�Electronic Filing 

System 

“Now that we 
integrate with our 
HRIS, new subs can 
be active in Aesop 
within one to two 
days after attending 
orientation.  

They get to work 
faster - helping to 
fill jobs on high 
absence days.” 

� �Metrics 
� �Recruiting 
� �Compensation 
� �Technology 
� �Systems Integration 

Sub Office Toolbox 
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1. Define your goals 
•�What is your ideal fill rate? 

2. Define your metrics 
•�How will you measure the success of your strategy? 

3. Decide on tactics 
•�What tools can you use to help you to accomplish your goals? 

4. Execute your Strategy 
•�Measure and refine 

The Construction Process 

Mayra Lopez 
Coordinator of Substitute Services 
(512) 414-9946 
Mayra.lopez@austinisd.org  

Skye Duckett 
Coordinator of Administrative Staffing 
(512)414-0069 
Skye.duckett@austinisd.org  

Questions? 


